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 .We show that if R is a semiperfect ring with essential left socle and rl K s K
for every small right ideal K of R, then R is right continuous. Accordingly some
well-known classes of rings, such as dual rings and rings all of whose cyclic right
R-modules are essentially embedded in projectives, are shown to be continuous.
We also prove that a ring R has a perfect duality if and only if the dual of every
simple right R-module is simple and R [ R is a left and right CS-module. In Sect.
2 of the paper we provide a characterization for semiperfect right self-injective
rings in terms of the CS-condition. Q 1997 Academic Press
w xAccording to S. K. Jain and S. Lopez-Permouth 15 , a ring R is called aÂ
right CEP-ring if every cyclic right R-module is essentially embedded in a
 .projective free right R-module. In a recent and interesting article by J. L.
w xGomez Pardo and P. A. Guil Asensio 9 , right CEP-rings were shown toÂ
be right artinian. In this paper we will show that such rings are right
 .continuous, and so R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if M R is a right2
w x w xCEP-ring. This result extends some of the work in 14 and 15 . We will
also show that right CEP-rings inherit some of the important features
 .which are known to hold for pseudo- and quasi-Frobenius rings, such as i
 .  .  .  .  .Soc R s Soc R , ii J R s Z R s Z R , iii R is left and rightR R R R
 .Kasch, and iv R admits a Nakayama permutation of its basic primitive
idempotents.
 .  .  .A ring R is called a D-ring dual ring if rl I s I and lr L s L for
every right ideal I and every left ideal L of R. We will show that D-rings
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are left and right continuous and as a result, R will have a perfect duality
 .if and only if M R is a D-ring.2
These results are direct consequences of a more general result which
will be proved in Theorem 1.7 of this paper. We will show that if R is a
ess
 .semiperfect ring with Soc R : R and rl K s K for every small rightR R
 .ideal K of R then R is right continuous and rl A s A for every right
ideal A of R.
wMotivated by the work of J. L. Gomez Pardo and P. A. Guil Asensio 9,Â
x10 we will also prove the following results:
 .A R is a right CS-ring which is left and right Kasch if and only if R
is semiperfect right continuous with essential right socle.
 .B R is a left and right CS-ring and the dual of every simple right
R-module is simple if and only if R is semiperfect left and right continuous
 .  .with Soc R s Soc R is essential as a left and as a right R-module inR R
R. Moreover in this case R admits a Nakayama permutation of its basic set
of primitive idempotents.
 .C R has a perfect duality if and only if the dual of every simple
right S-module is simple and S is a left and right CS-ring, where S s
 .M R .2
w x w xFollowing ideas of M. Harada 11 , K. Oshiro 20 , and D. v. Huynh
w x13 we will show, in Sect. 2 of the paper, that R is semiperfect right self-
injective if and only if R has DCC on principal projective right ideals,
 .  .R [ R is a right CS-module, and J R s Z R .R
Throughout this paper all rings considered are associative with unity and
 .all modules are unitary R-modules. We write A : B A ; B to mean A
 .is a submodule proper of B. If M is a right R-module, we will denote byR
 .  .  .  .J M , Z M , Soc M , and E M the Jacobson radical, the singular
submodule, the socle, and the injective hull of M, respectively. The left
 .  . resp. right annihilator of a subset X of R is denoted by l X resp.
 .. k .r X . We will write M to indicate to a direct sum of k-copies of M.
ess
[The notation A : B and C : D will mean A is an essential submodule
of B and C is a direct summand of D. We will indicate by M* sR
 .Hom M , R the dual left R-module.R R
A module M is said to satisfy:R
 .the C1-condition CS-condition if every submodule of M is essential
in a summand of M;
the C2-condition if every submodule of M which is isomorphic to a
summand of M is itself a summand of M;
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the C3-condition if M and M are summands of M and M l M s1 2 1 2
0, then M [ M is a summand of M.1 2
M is called continuous if M satisfies both the C1- and C2-conditions, andR
is called quasicontinuous if it satisfies the C1- and C3-conditions. A ring R
 .is called a right CS-ring right continuous, right quasicontinuous if R is aR
 .CS-module continuous module, quasicontinuous module . It is well known
that M [ M is continuous if and only if M and M are continuous and1 2 1 2
w xM is M -injective, where i / j and 1 F i, j F 2. We refer the reader to 4i j
w xand 16 for detailed information on continuous, quasicontinuous, and
CS-modules. A ring R will be called left Kasch if every simple left
 .R-module is embedded in R, and is called right QF}3 if E R isR
w xprojective. According to W. K. Nicholson 17 , a ring R is called semiregu-
 .  .lar if RrJ R is a regular ring and idempotents lift modulo J R .
1. CONTINUOUS RINGS
We begin with the following lemma which is of independent interest and
has several interesting consequences which will be presented and dis-
.cussed after we prove the main results of this section. Recall that a
submodule N of a module M is said to lie over a direct summand of M if
there exist submodules L and K of M such that M s L [ K, L : N, and
 .N l K : J M .
 .  .LEMMA 1.1. Suppose R is a semiregular ring with J R s Z R . ThenR
Rk . satisfies the right C2-condition, ;k G 1.
Proof. Since R is semiregular, every finitely generated submodule of
Rk . lies over a direct summand. Suppose A ( B , where B is a sum-R R
mand of Rk .. Then A is a finitely generated projective right R-module.
Let C and D be submodules of Rk . such that Rk . s C [ D, C : A, and
k .  .A l D is a small submodule of R . Thus A s C [ A l D , where
 k .. w  .xk .A l D : rad R s Z R . But this means A l D is a finitely gen-R
erated projective singular right R-module. This is impossible, unless A l
k .D s 0, and so A s C is a summand of R .
ess ess
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose R is a semiperfect ring, Soc R : R, Soc R : R ,R R R R
 .and rl K s K for e¨ery minimal right ideal K of R. Then the following hold:
 . i R is left mininjecti¨ e i.e., maps from minimal left ideals of R into
.R are gi¨ en by right multiplication .
 .ii R is left and right Kasch.
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 .iii If k g R, Rk is a minimal left ideal of R if and only if kR is a
minimal right ideal of R.
 .  .  .iv Soc R s Soc R s S.R R
 .  .v Soc eR is simple for e¨ery primiti¨ e idempotent e of R.
 .vi R is right finite dimensional.
 .  .  .  .vii J R s Z R s Z R .R R
 .  4viii if e , . . . , e is a basic set of primiti¨ e idempotents of R, there1 n
 4exist elements k , . . . , k in R, and a permutation s of 1, . . . , n such that1 n
the following hold for all i s 1, . . . , n:
 .a Rk : Re and k R : e R.i i i s  i.
 .b Rk ( Re rJe and k R ( e Rre J.i s  i. s  i. i i i
 .c k R, . . . , k R and Rk , . . . , Rk are complete sets of representa-1 n 1 n
ti¨ es of the simple right and simple left R-modules, respecti¨ ely.
 .  .d Soc e R s k R s e S ( e Rre J.s  i. i s  i. i i
 .  .e Soc Re is homogeneous with each simple submodule isomor-i
phic to Re rJe .s  i. s  i.
w xProof. By Corollary 3.15 and Theorem 3.14 of 19 .
w xThe next result was originally proved by Y. Utumi 24, Proposition 3.12
for left pseudo-Frobenius rings. With the help of the above two lemmas
and by adapting Utumi's argument we extend his result to a much larger
class of rings.
ess ess
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose R is a semiperfect ring, Soc R : R, Soc R : R ,R R R R
ess
 .  .and rl K s K for e¨ery minimal right ideal K of R. If A : rl A for some
right ideal A of R, then A is essential in a summand of R .R R
Proof. Let ]: R ª RrJ denote the canonical quotient map, and let
 4R s e R [ ??? [ e R, where e , . . . , e is a complete set of primitive1 n 1 n
 .orthogonal idempotents of R. By Lemma 1.2 above, S s Soc R sR
 .  .Soc R and Soc eR is simple and essential in eR for every local idempo-R
tent e of R. Assume that the uniform dimension of A is k, and soR
 .Soc A is the sum of k minimal right ideals of R, where k F n. IfR ess
 .  .  .l A : J, then S s r J : rl A , and so A : R , and there is nothing toR
 .  .prove. Thus we may assume that l A o J. Write l A s R 1 y e for .
 .  .some idempotent e of R. In this case, R 1 y e q J s l A q J and if we
 . w  .xapply the right annihilator to both sides, we get Soc eR s Soc rl A .
ess
 .  .  .Since A : rl A , we deduce that Soc A s Soc eR s eS. Since R isR
 .  .semiperfect, Soc A is the sum of k minimal right ideals and Soc eR isR
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simple and essential in e R, 1 F i F n, we infer that e is the sum of ki
 .primitive idempotents of R. Let x g l A , such that x s 1 y e . Then .
 .  .1 y e y x g J, and e q x has an inverse. Let t be an element of R with
 .  .  .  . e q x t s 1. Then 1 y e xt s 1 y e . If we define s : R 1 y e ª R 1
.   ..  .y e x by s r 1 y e s r 1 y e x, ; r g R, then s is a well-defined
 .  .R-epimorphism. If r 1 y e x s 0 for some r g R, then 0 s r 1 y e xt s
 .r 1 y e , and so s is one-to-one. Now by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 above, it
 . 2follows that R 1 y e x s Rf for some f s f g R. Since e is the sum of k
 .primitive orthogonal idempotents of R, it follows that 1 y e and hence f
 .is the sum of n y k orthogonal primitive idempotents of R. Since
 .  .  .  .x g l A , it follows that A : rl A : 1 y f R and hence Soc A :R
 . .  .  . .Soc 1 y f R . Since both Soc A and Soc 1 y f R have the same rightR ess
 .uniform dimension, we infer that A : 1 y f R.
LEMMA 1.4. The following conditions on a ring R are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i rl K s K for e¨ery small right ideal K of R.
 . w  .x  .ii r Rb l l K s r b q K for e¨ery small right ideal K of R and
e¨ery b g R.
 .  .Proof. ii ª i Obvious.
 .  .   . . w  .x w  .xi ª ii Clearly, r b q K : r Rb l l K . Suppose x g r Rb l l K
 .  .and y g l bK . Then ybK s 0 and so yb g Rb l l K , which implies
 .  .  .  .  .ybx s 0 and y g l bx . Thus l bx = l bK and hence bx g rl bx : rl bK
s bK, since bK is a small right ideal of R. Thus bx s bk, for some b g K,
 .  .  .i.e., x y k g r b and x g K q r b , which completes the proof.
 .LEMMA 1.5. Suppose R is semiperfect and rl K s K for e¨ery small right
 .ideal K of R. Then rl T s T , for e¨ery right ideal T of R.
Proof. Since R is semiperfect, T lies over a direct summand of R, i.e.,
R s e R [ e R, such that e R : T , T l e R is a small right ideal, and1 2 1 2
2 2  .e s e and e s e are idempotents of R. Thus T s e R [ T l e R ,1 1 2 2 1 2
 .  .  .  . w  . and so l T s R 1 y e l l T l e R . Now, rl T s r R 1 y e l l T l1 2 1
.x  .  .e R s e R q T l e R s T , by Lemma 1.4. Thus rl T s T , for every2 1 2
right ideal T of R.
 .  .LEMMA 1.6. Suppose R is semiperfect with J R s Z R . If e¨ery smallR
right ideal of R is essential in a summand of R, then R is right continuous.
Proof. Let T be a right ideal of R. Write T s A [ B, where A :[ RRess
[and B is a small right ideal of R. By hypotheses, B : C, where C : R .R
By Lemma 1.1, since R satisfies the right C2-condition, and hence the
ess
[ .right C3-condition, it follows that T : A [ C, where A [ C : R .R
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ess
 .  .THEOREM 1.7. Suppose R is semiperfect, Soc R : R, and rl K s KR R
 .for e¨ery small right ideal K of R. Then rl A s A for e¨ery right ideal A of R
and R is right continuous.
 . wProof. By Lemma 1.5, rl A s A for every right ideal A of R. By 18,
ess
xTheorem 2.3 , Soc R : R . By Lemma 1.3, every right ideal A is essentialR R
 .in a summand. By vii of Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.1, R satisfies the right
C2-condition, and hence R is right continuous.
w xAccording to Harada 12 , a ring R is called right simple-injective if
every R-homomorphism from a right ideal of R into R with simple image
is given by left multiplication by an element of R.
 .LEMMA 1.8. Suppose R is semiperfect right simple-injecti¨ e with Soc eR
/ 0 for e¨ery local idempotent e of R. Then R is right continuous.
w xProof. By 19, Proposition 4.3 , R satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem
1.7. Hence R is right continuous.
Recall that a ring R is said to have perfect duality if R and R areR R
injective cogenerators, or equivalently, if R is semiperfect left and right
 .self-injective with essential right left socle.
 .PROPOSITION 1.9. i E¨ery D-ring is left and right continuous.
 .  .ii R has perfect duality if and only if M R is a D-ring.2
 . w x  .Proof. Part i follows from Lemma 1.8 and 19, Theorem 4.1 , and ii
 . w xfollows from i and 25, Corollary 7.5 .
PROPOSITION 1.10. Suppose R is a right CEP-ring. Then R is a right
 .  .continuous ring and satisfies conclusions i ] viii of Lemma 1.2.
 . wProof. Clearly if I is a right ideal of R, then I s rl I . By 9, Corollary
x3.3 , R is right artinian. Thus R is right continuous by Theorem 1.7.
Obviously R satisfies the hypotheses and hence the conclusions of Lem-
ma 1.2.
w x w xThe next corollary extends some of the work in 14 and 15 .
 .COROLLARY 1.11. A ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if M R is a2
right CEP-ring.
w xProof. By Proposition 1.10 above and 25, Corollary 7.5 .
Recall that a right R-module M is called weakly Rn-injective if
 .  .; x , . . . , x g E M there exists X : E M such that x , . . . , x g X and1 n R 1 n
X ( M . M is called weakly injective if it is weakly Rn-injective for everyR R
n G 1. If M is cyclic, then M is weakly injective if and only if it is weakly
2  w x.R -injective see 15 .
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LEMMA 1.12. A ring R is right self-injecti¨ e if and only if R is right weakly
 .  .injecti¨ e, semiregular and J R s Z R .R
 .  .Proof. Suppose x g E R . Then 'X : E R such that 1, x g X,R R R
 .and X ( R . Since R satisfies the right C2-condition by Lemma 1.1 , XR R R
also satisfies the right C2-condition. Thus R is a summand of X .R Ress
Inasmuch as R : X , we infer that x g R and R is right self-injective.R R
w xThe converse is well known 25 .
PROPOSITION 1.13. Suppose R is a right CEP-ring. Then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i R is quasi-Frobenius.
 . 2ii R is right weakly R -injecti¨ e.
 .  .iii Soc Re is simple for e¨ery local idempotent e of R.
 . iv R is right mininjecti¨ e i.e., e¨ery R-homomorphism from a mini-
.mal right ideal of R into R is gi¨ en by left multiplication .
 .v The dual of e¨ery simple right R-module is simple.
 .  .  .Proof. The implication i l ii follows from Proposition 1.10, vii of
Lemma 1.2, and Lemma 1.12. It is well known that a right artinian ring R
 .  .  .is quasi-Frobenius if and only if Soc R s Soc R and both Soc eR andR R
 .Soc Re are simple for every local idempotent e of R. Now, by Proposition
 .  .  .1.10 and v of Lemma 1.2, i is equivalent to iii . The implication
 .  .  .v ª iv is obvious. To complete the proof we only need to show that iv
 . wimplies iii . But this follows from Proposition 1.10, Lemma 1.2, and 19,
xProposition 3.3 .
 .Remark. If we replace condition iii in Proposition 1.13 above by
requiring the ring to be left finite dimensional, then R will be left artinian
and need not be quasi-Frobenius. Being left artinian will follow from
 . w x w xProposition 1.10, iv of Lemma 1.2, and 3, Lemma 6 . In 2 , Bjork has anÈ
example of a two-sided artinian local right CEP-ring which is not quasi-
Frobenius.
If R is a commutative ring then R is mininjective if and only if
 .rl K s K for every minimal ideal K of R. We provide in the next
proposition a large class of commutative continuous rings which are not
necessarily self-injective.
PROPOSITION 1.14. Suppose R is a commutati¨ e semiperfect mininjecti¨ e
ring with essential socle. Then R is a continuous ring. In particular e¨ery
commutati¨ e subdirectly irreducible local ring is continuous.
 .Proof. By vii of Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.1, R satisfies the C2-condi-
 .  .tion. By v of Lemma 1.2, Soc Re is simple and essential in Re for every
local idempotent e of R. Write R s Re [ ??? [ Re for a basic set of1 n
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 4primitive idempotents e , . . . , e of R. Let A be an ideal of R. Clearly1 n
 4  4A s Ae [ ??? [ Ae for a subset e , . . . , e of e , . . . , e , 1 F k F n,i i i i 1 n1 k 1 kess
[and Ae / 0, 1 F j F k. Thus A : Re [ ??? [ Re : R . Thus everyi i i Rj 1 k
ideal is essential in a summand of R.
w xRecently, Gomez Pardo and Guil Asensio 10 proved that if R is rightÂ
 .Kasch right CS-ring then Soc R is finitely generated and essential in R .R R
This remarkable result has some interesting consequences below.
LEMMA 1.15. E¨ery right Kasch ring satisfies the left C2-condition.
Proof. Suppose R is a right Kasch ring and L ( Re, where e2 s e g R
 .  .and L is a left ideal of R. Then L s Ra, a g R, and l a s R 1 y f for
2  .some f s f g R. Hence 1 y f a s 0, a s fa, and aR : fR. It suffices to
show that f g aR. For, if f s ab for some b g R, then aba s fa s a, so
 .2L s Ra s Rba, where ba s ba. Assume to the contrary f f aR. Then
aR ; fR, so let aR : T ; fR, where T is a maximal submodule of fR. By
 .right Kasch, let s : fRrT ¨ R be an embedding, and put c s s f q T .
 .  .  .Since fa s a g T , ca s s fa q T s s a q T s 0. Thus c g l a s
2 .  .  .R 1 y f , so 0 s cf s s f q T s s f q T s c, a contradiction.
THEOREM 1.16. The following conditions on a ring R are equi¨ alent:
 .i R is a right CS-ring which is left and right Kasch.
 .ii R is right Kasch and a right continuous ring.
 .iii R is a semiperfect right continuous ring with essential right socle.
 .  .Proof. i ª ii By Lemma 1.15, R satisfies the right C2-condition
and so R is right continuous.
 .  . w xii ª iii By 10, Corollary 2.7 , R has a finitely generated essential
right socle. In particular R has no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents.
w xBy the work of Utumi in 25 , R is a semiregular ring and hence semi-
perfect.
 .  . w xiii ª i By 19, Lemma 4.16 .
THEOREM 1.17. The following conditions on a ring R are equi¨ alent:
 .i R is a left and right Kasch left and right CS-ring.
 .ii R is a left and right CS-ring, and the dual of e¨ery simple right
R-module is simple.
 .  .iii R is semiperfect left and right continuous ring with Soc R sR
 .Soc R essential as a left and as a right R-module in R.R
Moreo¨er, if R satisfies any of the abo¨e equi¨ alent conditions then R
 .  .satisfies the left as well as the right conclusions i ] viii of Lemma 1.2.
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 .  .  .Proof. i ª iii By Theorem 1.16 we only need to show that Soc RR
 .s Soc R . But this can easily be verified since R is semiperfect left andR
 .  .  .right continuous, and hence J R s Z R s Z R .R R
 .  .iii ª i By Theorem 1.16
 .  .ii ª iii Since the dual of every simple right R-module is simple, R
is a right Kasch ring. By Lemma 1.15, R satisfies the left C2-condition.
w xThus R is left continuous and hence semiregular by 25 . Now since R is
right Kasch and a right CS-ring, it follows that R has no infinite sets of
w xorthogonal idempotents by 10, Corollary 2.7 . Whence R is semiperfect.
 .  .  .Thus Soc R : Soc R . If e is a local idempotent of R, then eRreJ *R R
 .  .( l J ? e s Soc R ? e is a simple left R-submodule of Re. Since R is aR ess
 .left CS-ring, Soc R ? e : Re, for every local idempotent e of R. ThisR
 .  .implies Soc Re s Soc R . e is simple and essential in Re, for every localR
 .  .idempotent e of R. Thus Soc R s Soc R is essential as a left as wellR R
w xas a right R-module in R. By 19, Lemma 4.16 , R is left Kasch, and by
Lemma 1.15, R is right continuous.
 .  .iii ª ii We only need to show that the dual of every simple right
 .  .R-module is simple. If e is a local idempotent of R, then eRreJ * ( l J ?
 .  .  .e s Soc R ? e s Soc R ? e s Soc Re , which is simple and essential inR R
Re, since Re is a left CS-module.
Now assume that R satisfies one of the above equivalent conditions. In
 .order to show that R satisfies the left right conclusions of Lemma 1.2
 .  .above, we must show that rl T s T and lr K s K for every minimal
right ideal T and every minimal left ideal K of R. Since R is left and right
 .  .  .  .  .continuous, J R s Z R s Z R . This implies that rl Soc R s Soc R .R R
Now let T be a minimal right ideal of R. Since R is a right CS-ring,
ess ess
 .T : eR for some local idempotent e of R. Thus T : rl T : eR. Also
ess
 .  .  .  .  .T : Soc R implies T : rl T : rl Soc R s Soc R , and hence T s rl T .
 .By symmetry lr K s K for every minimal left ideal K of R.
THEOREM 1.18. The following conditions on a ring R are equi¨ alent:
 .i R has a perfect duality.
 .  .ii R is left and right Kasch and R [ R is a left and right CS-mod-
ule.
 .  .iii The dual of e¨ery simple right R-module is simple and R [ R is a
left and right CS-module.
 .iv The dual of e¨ery simple right S-module is simple and S is a right
 .and left CS-ring, where S s M R the 2 = 2 matrix ring o¨er R.2
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 .  .  .  .Proof. The implication i ª ii and parts iii and iv are obvious.
 .  .ii ª i By Lemma 1.15, R is left and right continuous, so R is
 .  .  . w xsemiregular with J R s Z R s Z R by Utumi's work in 25 . Now, byR R
 . wLemma 1.1 R [ R is left and right continuous as an R-module. By 16,
xProposition 2.10 R is left and right self-injective ring. By a well-known
w xresult of B. Osofksy 21 , R has a perfect duality.
 .  . w x  .iii ª iv By 4, Corollary 12.8 , S is a left right CS-ring if and only
 .  .if R [ R is a left right CS-module. By Theorem 1.17 and Lemma 1.2
 .  .above R is a left right Kasch and left right mininjective ring. By Morita
 . w xinvariance, S is left right Kasch, and by 19, Proposition 1.4 , S is left
 .  .right mininjective. Thus the dual of every simple right left S-module is
w xsimple by 19, Proposition 2.2 .
 .  .iv ª i By Theorem 1.17 above, S is semiperfect left and right
 .  .continuous ring with Soc S s Soc S essential as a left and as a rightS S
w x w xS-module. By 19, Lemma 3.17 and 25, Corollary 7.5 , R has a perfect
duality.
The next two results are consequences of Lemma 1.15.
COROLLARY 1.19. Suppose R is a left Kasch ring and R is an arbitrary
direct product of at least two copies of R. Then the following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .i R is a right CS-module.
 .ii R is injecti¨ e as a right R-module.
 .  .Proof. i ª ii Since R [ R is a right CS-module, it is right continu-
ous by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.15, and so R is right self-injective. Thus R is
injective as a right R-module.
 .  .ii ª i Clear.
 .Recall that a ring R is called a right countably S-CS-ring if every
 .direct sum of arbitrary countably many copies of R is CS as a right
R-module. Right S-CS-rings were also called right Co-H-rings by K.
w xOshiro 20 and were shown to be left and right artinian. By Lemma 1.15 it
is not difficult to see that if R is a left Kasch right S-CS-ring, then R is
right self-injective and hence quasi-Frobenius. Also if R is a right Kasch
 .right S-CS-ring then E R is a right projective R-module by the work ofR
w x  .Oshiro 20 . Since E R cogenerates all the simple right R-modules, R isR
a right PF-ring and hence quasi-Frobenius. For right countably S-CS-rings
we have the following result:
COROLLARY 1.20. A ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if R is right and
left Kasch and a right countably S-CS ring.
 .Proof. Since R is left Kasch and R [ R is a right CS-module, itR
follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.15 that R is a right self-injective ring. Thus
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w x w xR is a semiperfect ring by the work of Osofsky 21 . By 4, Corollary 8.11 ,
R is right countably S-injective. Thus R is quasi-Frobenius by a well-known
w xresult of C. Faith 6 . The converse is clear.
Next we turn our attention to some of the applications of Lemma 1.1 as
we promised earlier in the paper.
 .Recall that a ring R is called right principally injective p-injective if
every R-homomorphism from a principal right ideal of R into R is given
by left multiplication by an element of R.
 .PROPOSITION 1.21. i A ring R is right continuous if and only if R is a
 .  .semiregular right CS-ring with J R s Z R .R
 .ii The following conditions on a ring R are equi¨ alent:
 .a R is right self-injecti¨ e.
 .  .b R is right p-injecti¨ e and R [ R is a right CS-module.R
 .  .c R is right continuous and R [ R is a right CS-module.R
 .  .  .d R is semiregular, R [ R is a right CS-module and J R s
 .Z R .R
 .Proof. i Follows from Lemma 1.1.
 .  .a ª b Clear.
 .  .b ª c It is not difficult to see that if R is right p-injective then R
 w x.satisfies the right C2-condition see 18, Theorem 1.2 . Thus R is right
continuous.
 .  .c ª d Obvious.
 .  .  .d ª a By Lemma 1.1, R [ R is a right continuous module,R
w xand, by 16, Proposition 2.10 , R is right self-injective.
 .Remark. Statement i in the Proposition 1.21 extends the work of
wMohamed and Muller on right quasicontinuous rings 16, PropositionÈ
x  .  .3.15 . d of statement ii extends the work of Dung and Smith on regular
w xrings 3, Proposition 3 and the work of K. Oshiro on right Co-H-rings
 . w xright S-CS-rings in 20, Theorem 4.3 .
The next result is also of independent interest and generalizes some of
the work by J. Rada and M. Saorin on semiregular right FGF-rings. A ring
R is right FGF-ring if every finitely generated right R-module embeds in a
free module. Our work depends on the recent discovery by J. L. GomezÂ
Pardo and P. A. Guil Asensio that every right Kasch right CS-ring has
w xfinitely generated essential right socle 10 , and the following fact which
w x a .can easily be verified 11 : R is a CS-module if and only if everyR
a-generated right R-module is a direct sum of a projective module and a
singular module, where a is any cardinal number. In fact our argument
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below also shows the connection between some of the work of Rada and
w x w xSaorin 22 and that of Gomez Pardo and Guil Asensio 9 .Â
 .  .PROPOSITION 1.22. Suppose R is semiregular with J R s Z R .R
 .i If e¨ery cyclic right R-module embeds in a free module, then R is
right artinian and right continuous.
 .ii If e¨ery 2-generated right R-module embeds in a free module, then
R is quasi-Frobenius.
 .Proof. i If M is a cyclic right R-module, then M ( N, where N is a
right R-submodule of Rk ., for some k G 1. As we have seen before, we
can write N s A [ B, where A, B : Rk ., A is a projective summand ofR
Rk ., and B is a small submodule of Rk .. Thus every cyclic right R-module
is a direct sum of a projective module and a singular module, from which it
w xfollows that R is a right CS-ring. Thus R is right artinian 10 . By Theorem
1.7, R is right continuous.
 .  .ii As in the proof of i above, if M is a 2-generated rightR
R-module, then M is a direct sum of a projective module and a singular
2.  .module. Thus R is a right CS-module. By Proposition 1.21 ii , R is right
self-injective. Since R is also right Kasch, a well-known result of Osofsky
w x21 asserts that R has finitely generated essential right socle. Thus every
cyclic right R-module has finitely generated essential socle, from which we
infer that R is right artinian and hence quasi-Frobenius.
2. SEMIPERFECT SELF-INJECTIVE RINGS
In this section we characterize semiperfect right self-injective rings in
 .terms of R [ R being a right CS-module. Our work here is motivatedR
w x w x w xby that of Harada 11 , Oshiro 20 , and Huynh 13 on right S-CS rings.
THEOREM 2.1. The following conditions on a right R are equi¨ alent:
 .i R is semiperfect right self-injecti¨ e.
 .  .ii R has DCC on principal projecti¨ e right ideals, R [ R is a rightR
 .  .CS-module, and J R s Z R .R
 .iii R has DCC on principal projecti¨ e right ideals, is right quasicontin-
 .uous, and R [ R is a right CS-module.R
 .  .Proof. ii ª i Since R has DCC on projective principal right ideals
and R is a right CS-ring, we infer that R has no infinite sets of orthogonal
idempotents and so R is right finite dimensional. Again, since R is a right
CS-ring, we can write R s e R [ ??? [ e R, where each e R is uniform.1 n i
 .Let E s E e R , 1 F i F n. We claim that if a g E , then e R q aR isi i i i
projective and embeds in some e R, 1 F t F n.t
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 .Let s : R [ R ª e R q aR be an R-epimorphism. Since R [ R is ai ess
 .  .right CS-module, ker s : U, where U is a summand of R [ R . Write
 .  .R [ R s U [ W, for some W : R [ R . Then e R q aR ( Urker sR R i
 .[ W. Since E is uniform and e R is projective, it follows that e R q aRi i i
 .( W and so e R q aR is a uniform projective right R-module and isi
k  4embedded in R [ R s [ e R, where each e g e , . . . , e . Suppose kt t 1 nis1 i i
 .is the least integer such that there is an embedding s of e R q aR ini
k  .[ e R. Let T s s e R q aR . If e R l T / 0 and e R l T / 0 fort i t tis1 i l m
 .  .some l / m, 1 F l, m F k, then e R l T l e R l T / 0, since T is at tl m
uniform right R-module. This is a contradiction. Thus e R l T s 0 fort i
some i, 1 F i F k. Assume without loss of generality that e R l T s 0tk
and let p : [k e R ª [ky1e R be the natural projection. Thenk t tis1 js1i j
 . ky1ker p l T s 0 and T is embedded in [ e R, a contradiction. Thusk tjs1 j
 .k s 1 and e R q aR is embedded in some e R, 1 F t F n. We claim thati t
 4for every i, 1 F i F n, E ( e R for some t g 1, . . . , n . Suppose 'a g Ei t i 1 ii
 .such that a f e R. Then there is an embedding s of e R q a R in1 i 1 i 1
e R, 1 F t F n. Consider the following diagram:t 11
0
6 s16 6
0 e R q a R e R
6
i 1 t
6
1
inc.
'u1
Ei
By the injectivity of E , there exists an embedding u of e R in E , suchi 1 t i1
 .  .that e R ; e R q a R : u e R : E . If u e R s E , we are done. Ifi i 1 1 t i 1 t i1 1
not, then we can repeat the above process and find an element a g E2 i
 .  .such that a f u e R . As before ' an embedding s of u e R q a R2 1 t 2 1 t 21 1
in some e R, 1 F t F n, and by the injectivity of E , ' an embedding ut 2 i 22
 .  .of e R in E such that e R ; e R q a R : u e R ; u e R q a R :t i i i 1 1 t 1 t 22 1 1
 .  .u e R : E e R . If this process continues, we will obtain an infinite2 t i2
 .  .  .strictly ascending chain e R ; u e R ; u e R ; ??? : E e R of sub-i 1 t 2 t i1 2
 .modules of E e R each of which is isomorphic to some e R, 1 F t F n.i t
 .  .  .Thus ' i and j such that i / j and u e R ; u e R and u e R (i t j t i ti j i
 .  4u e R ( e R for some t g 1, . . . , n . Thus e R properly contains a copyj t t tj
of itself, which produces an infinite strictly descending chain of principal
 .projective right ideals of R in e R, a contradiction. Thus E e R is finitelyt i
generated and hence isomorphic to some e R, 1 F t F n. In particulart ii
 . n  .E R s [ E e R is finitely generated and projective and so R is aR iis1
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si .right QF-3-ring. Since for each i, E s E e R ( e R, 1 F i F n, is ai i t i
 .uniform injective module, it follows that End E is a local ring. By theR i
projectivity of E , we infer that each E is a local module i.e., has a uniquei i
.  .maximal submodule . Finally, we claim that E e R s e R, for all i gi i
 4  .  .1, . . . , n . Suppose E e R / e R for some i. Then e R : J E and soi i i i
 .  .  .s e R : e J R : Z R , a contradiction with the projectivity of e R.i i t R ii
Thus e R is injective, 1 F i F n, and R is a right self-injective ring. Byi
right self-injectivity, R is a semiregular ring. Since R has no infinite sets of
orthogonal idempotents, R is a semiperfect ring.
 .  .  .i ª ii and iii Suppose R is a semiperfect right self-injective ring.
It is enough to show that R has DCC on principal projective right ideals.
Suppose a R > a R > ??? is an infinite strictly descending chain of princi-1 2
pal projective right ideals a R of R. Since R is right self-injective, eachi
a R s e R for some idempotent e of R. Thus e R > e R > ??? , a contra-i i i 1 2
diction of the fact that R has no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents.
 .  .  .  .iii ª i As in the proof of ii ª i above, R s e R [ ??? [ e R,1 n
 .  4each e R is right uniform and E e R ( e R for some t g 1, . . . , n . Ifi i t ii
t s i, then e R is injective. If t / i, then e R is e R-injective, since R isi i i i t iw xright quasicontinuous 16, Corollary 2.14 . Thus e R is a summand ofi
 .  .E e R and hence e R s E e R and again e R is injective. Thus R is righti i i i
self-injective. Inasmuch as R is also right finite dimensional, we infer that
R is a semiperfect ring.
 .Remarks. i If R s Z the ring of integers, then R is a commutative
 .  .  .noetherian quasicontinuous ring with J R s Z R s 0 and R [ R is aR
CS-module. However, R is not injective or semiperfect.
 . w xii In 2 , Bjork has an example of a local left and right artinian rightÈ
 .  .  .  .continuous ring with J R s Z R s Z R . However, R [ R is notR R
left or right CS as an R-module.
F F . w xiii If R s , where F is a field, then R is left and right artinian,0 F
2 .J R s 0, and R [ R is CS as a left and right R-module. However, R is
not a left or right self-injective ring.
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